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Abstract: 27 

Background: Improving the diversity and complexity of  stand structure is the basis for 28 

maintaining and increasing forest ecosystem biodiversity. Measures of  stand structural 29 

diversity is important for predicting stand growth and evaluating forest management 30 

activities. Based on the relationship of  adjacent trees, we present a new method for the 31 

quantitative analysis of  stand structure diversity that allows comparison of  stand structural 32 

heterogeneity between different stands and forest types and to quantify the impact of  33 

forest management on structural diversity.  34 

Method: The diversity of  structural unit types was defined and then we derive a new index 35 

of  forest structural diversity (𝑆′𝐷) according to the additivity principle of  Shannon-Weiner 36 

index. The effectiveness and sensitivity to management were verified by sixteen field survey 37 

samples in different locations and six different simulated management datasets based on 38 

Pinus koraiensis broad-leaved forest survey sample.  39 

Results: (1) The mountain rainforest in Hainan had the highest 𝑆′𝐷  value at 5.287, 40 

followed by broad-leaved Korean pine forest in Jiaohe (2), Jiaohe (1) and oak broadleaved 41 

mixed natural forest in Xiaolongshan (2), with values of  5.144, 5.014 and 5.006, respectively. 42 

The 𝑆′𝐷 values of  plantations and natural pure forest were lower. (2) Different thinning 43 

methods and intensities reduced 𝑆′𝐷 compared with no treatment and magnitude of  the 44 

with the differences were greater as thinning intensity increased. The 𝑆′𝐷  value of  45 

thinning from above decreased more than thinning from below at the same thinning 46 

intensity.  47 

Conclusion: The 𝑆′𝐷 well describes differences in stand structural diversity of  different 48 

forest types and allows comparison of  stand structural heterogeneity. It is also sensitive to 49 

forest management activities and to quantify the impact of  forest management on 50 

structural diversity. The application of  this new index 𝑆′𝐷  could greatly facilitate forest 51 



management and monitoring. 52 

Key words: relationship of  adjacent trees; spatial structural parameters; size differentiation; 53 

mingling; uniform angle index; structural unit types; stand structural diversity index. 54 
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Introduction 56 

Forest structure is an important feature of  forests and reflects the connection among 57 

individual trees (structural elements) and their attributes (type, size, distribution). Stand 58 

structure are a comprehensive reflection of  forest development processes, such as 59 

regeneration patterns, competition, natural thinning and disturbance (Lei & Tang, 2002). 60 

Additionally, stand structure plays an important role in and is affected from management 61 

activities such as harvesting, thinning, weed control and planting (O'Hara, 1998). 62 

Increasing the diversity and complexity of  stand structure is the foundation and an 63 

effective approach for maintaining and increasing forest ecosystem biodiversity (Franklin, 64 

et al., 2002; Lei et al., 2009; Valbuena et al., 2012).  65 

Stand structure diversity is not only related to species richness and size distribution 66 

in the community (Buongiorno et al., 1994), but also depends on the horizontal 67 

distribution of  individual trees (MacArthur & MacArthur, 1961). Measures of  stand 68 

structural diversity is important for predicting stand growth (Staudhammer and LeMay, 69 

2001) and forest management activities (O'Hara, 1998). The methods of  measuring stand 70 

structure diversity can be roughly divided into three categories according to the stand 71 

structure attributes, types of  measurement and mathematical framework. The first type 72 

describes biodiversity using the standard deviation or the coefficient of  variation, such as 73 

the composition diversity of  the basal area (Holland, et al., 1994; Buongiorno, et al., 1994; 74 

Volin, et al., 1996), standard deviation of  diameter at breast height (Spies & Franklin, 1991; 75 

Zenner, 2000; Neumann & Starlinger, 2001), tree height standard deviation (Zenner, 2000; 76 

Svensson & Jeglum; 2001), foliage height diversity (MacArthur et al., 1961) or dead 77 

standing (fallen) wood diversity (Dewalt, et al., 2003; Bachofen and Zingg, 2001; Svensson 78 

& Jeglum, 2001; Sullivan, 2001). However, these methods only quantify single structural 79 

attributes at a time. And it has often been argued that they fall short to fully assess stand 80 

structural diversity (Gove et al., 1995; Buongiorno et al., 1994). The second category is 81 



based on accumulating structural attributes using weights. A set of  stand structure 82 

attributes are selected and assigned different scores or weights according to the importance 83 

of  the structural attributes. The stand structure attributes are combined to express the 84 

stand structure diversity using a sum or average of  the weights. For example, Barnett (1978) 85 

and Newsome and Catling (1979) assigned values according to the coverage of  different 86 

levels to evaluate the diversity of  stand structure. Van Den Meersschaut and 87 

Vandekerkhove (1998) selected 18 indicators, assigned different weights and summed up 88 

the weights to describe the biodiversity of  Belgian forests. The third category is based on 89 

the interaction of  structural attributes that combine the structural attributes of  the stand 90 

with a nonlinear method, such as the structural complexity index (HC) proposed by 91 

Holdridge (1967), which combined tree height, basal area, density and the number of  92 

species in the upper layer to evaluate stand diversity. For example, the stand diversity index 93 

(SD) by Jaehne and Dohrenbusch (1997) multiplied species composition, diameter, 94 

distance between the trees and variation of  crowns to express the stand structure diversity.  95 

Although some progress has been made in the evaluation of  stand structural diversity, 96 

these indicators are still considered incomplete(Franklin et al., 2002; Ferris and Humphrey, 97 

1999; Noss, 1990), because there is still a lack of  structural diversity indicators that can be 98 

easily applied to forest management through sampling and a finite set of  measurements, 99 

and can be used to assess current stand conditions and prescribe desired treatment 100 

outcomes evaluate the current stand status and management effect. 101 

Many methods are available for describing tree distribution patterns but few contain 102 

tree position information (Ripley, 1977; Stoyan, 2000; Illian et al., 2008; Wiegand & 103 

Moloney, 2013). Zenner (2000) proposed the Structural Complexity Index (SCI), which 104 

combines tree height and spatial location. The SCI quantifies the relationship between tree 105 

position and tree height and is very sensitive to density changes at high stand density. 106 

However, SCI requires coordinates and height of  each individual tree. Furthermore, SCI 107 



values are only comparable when stand density is similar. In recent years, the methods of  108 

mark point patterns or mark second-order characteristics were used to describe the 109 

characteristics of  forest tree attributes changing with scale (Gavrikov & Stoyan, 1995; 110 

Pommerening et al., 2011; Wiegand & Moloney, 2013; Hui and Pommerening, 2014; 111 

Pommerening and Sarkka, 2013). However, pre-requisite for these methods are 112 

coordinates and the process of  calculation is very complex which requires using specific 113 

codes or software. Compared to the large number of  literatures on point processes, 114 

suitable structure diversity indicators which include the horizontal distribution information 115 

without relying on coordinates are scarce.  116 

Forests are three-dimensional systems whose biophysical structure plays a major role 117 

in ecosystem functioning and diversity (Kuuluvainen et al. 1996; Spies 1998). Maintaining 118 

and improving the complexity and diversity of  forest ecosystem structure has become an 119 

important target of  sustainable forest management. Gadow (1999) and Pommerening 120 

(2002, 2006) considered that forest structural diversity can be described and characterized 121 

by the diversity of  tree species, location and size differentiation at the stand level. However, 122 

the existing indicators of  stand structure diversity rarely include tree species, location and 123 

size differentiation information at the same time. In recent years, structural parameters 124 

based on a reference tree and its nearest neighbors , designated as structural unit (refer to 125 

table 1 for a definition) has been widely used in stand structure analysis and regulation of  126 

forest structure (Albert & Gadow, 1998; Neumann & Starlinger, 2001; Kint et al., 2003; 127 

Gadow & Hui, 2002; Hui & Albert, 2004; Graz, 2004; Hui, et al., 2011; Li, et al., 2012; Li, 128 

et al., 2014; Zhao, et al., 2015). Three spatial structure parameters can depict small-scale 129 

variation in tree species (mingling), size differentiation (differentiation) and distribution 130 

patterns (uniform angle index), respectively. These three parameters are independent of  131 

each other and have the same range of  values. According to these important features, joint 132 

probability distributions method have been put forward and applied to analysis forest 133 



spatial structure characteristics and selected of  cutting trees in the broad-leaved Korean 134 

pine forest of  Northeast and pine-oak mixed forest in the Xiaolong Mountains, China (Li, 135 

et al., 2012,2014; Zhang, et al., 2019). The multi parameters distribution method provided 136 

more abundant and intuitive effective information than the single parameter and can be 137 

used to improve forest structure (Hui, et al., 2019; Zhang, et al., 2019). It provides a 138 

constructive reference for forest management to guide the improvement of  stand structure 139 

diversity. 140 

As mentioned above, the currently available methods to describe biodiversity have 141 

limitations. The neighborhood-based structural parameters as one method to analyze 142 

biodiversity are used separately to describe stand structure thus far. Therefore, it is the goal 143 

of  this study to make use of  the structural units’ attributes by combining them to a single 144 

biodiversity index. This newly derived index shall overcome previous limitations. The 145 

proposed properties of  the new index are to (1) allow comparisons of  structural 146 

heterogeneity between different forest stands and forest types and (2) to quantify the effect 147 

of  forest management on structural diversity. In this study we will evaluate the new index 148 

based on a dataset which consist of  field measurements with known tree coordinates from 149 

different geographical regions. Furthermore, we will test the sensitivity of  the new stand 150 

structure diversity index to stand structure change based on an artificial dataset of  151 

simulated management activities. 152 

Methods 153 

Neighborhood-based structural parameters 154 

Gadow (1993) and Hui et al. (1998, 1999, 2003) define a structural unit as a group of  155 

n nearest neighbors to a reference tree i (Fig. 1; cf. table 1). Within the structural unit the 156 

neighborhood-based structural parameters are mingling (Mi), size differentiation (Ui) and 157 

uniform angle index (Wi). These parameters have proven useful for analyzing the spatial 158 

structure of  mixed forests (Hui et al. 1998, 2019; Graz 2004, 2006; Pommerening 2006). 159 



Mingling is used to express the segregation of  different species in multispecies forests and 160 

is defined as the proportion of  the n nearest neighbors that are different species from the 161 

reference tree i (Gadow, 1993; Füldner, 1995; Hui et al., 2011). The size differentiation 162 

explains the differentiation between a reference tree and its nearest neighbors in the form 163 

of  a proportion and is defined as the proportion of  the n nearest neighbors in the 164 

structural unit that have a smaller dimension (e.g. dbh, height, crown width etc.) than the 165 

reference tree i (Hui et al., 1998; Aguirre et al., 2003). The uniform angle index (Wi) 166 

describes the degree of  regularity in the spatial distribution of  n trees that are nearest to a 167 

reference tree i (Hui et al. 1998; Gadow et al., 1998; Aguirre et al., 2003; Hui et al., 2011) 168 

and is defined as the proportion of  the smaller angle α, which is composed of  a reference 169 

tree with two adjacent nearest trees, is less than the standard angle α0 (72°) (Hui et al. 1998, 170 

2002; Aguirre et al. 2003). The values of  the three spatial structure parameters have the 171 

same values in set {0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0}. According to the definition of  the three spatial 172 

structure parameters, we can express them by a uniform formula as follows: 173 𝜔𝑖 = 1𝑛 ∑ 𝑣𝑗𝑛𝑗=1   (1) 

where 𝑣𝑗 is a discrete variable with value 𝑣𝑗∈{0,1} and its meaning is related to the 174 

specific structure parameter and n is the number of  nearest trees in the spatial structural 175 

unit. We take n as 4 in this study because it has been proven that four is the most 176 

appropriate number for assessing tree distribution patterns, depicting species segregation, 177 

and reflecting dominance (Albert 1999; Hui & Hu 2001) while still being cost effective 178 

(Wang et al., 2015). The value of  𝜔𝑖 can take on five possible values, and the meaning of  179 

each parameter value is shown in Figure 2. 180 

Diversity of  the structural unit types 181 

According to the uniform formula of  neighborhood-based parameters [eq. 1], any 182 

structural unit isochronously contains three factors (distribution pattern, tree species and 183 



size). The different combinations of  each parameter’s values can be regard as different 184 

structural unit types (cf. table 1), just like different species in a community. Their possible 185 

value combinations may be 𝐶51 × 𝐶51 × 𝐶51 = 125  cases when only considering the 186 

different value combinations of  the three parameters. The diversity within a structural unit 187 

can be described by these different combinations. As we want to use the structural unit 188 

type as a part in our new structural biodiversity index by calculating the Shannon-Weiner 189 

index (Shannon and Weaver, 1949) on this basis, we need to consider that the same 190 

mingling value may have different structural unit types due to the different tree species 191 

number in the structural unit. Table 2 illustrates this phenomenon. The number of  tree 192 

species in the structural unit is 1 and 2 when the mingling value is 0 and 0.25, respectively; 193 

when the value of  the mingling is greater than 0.25, the number of  tree species may be 194 

different despite having the same mingling value for the structural unit. Therefore, 195 

according to the number of  tree species in the structural unit, the possible value 196 

combinations should be (𝐶11 + 𝐶11 + 𝐶21 + 𝐶31 + 𝐶41) × 𝐶51 × 𝐶51 = 275 cases, i.e. 275 197 

possible structural unit types. 198 

According to the above analysis, we present a method for expressing the diversity of  199 

the structural unit types based on the Shannon-Weiner index (Shannon and Weaver, 1949) 200 

(formula 2). 201 

𝐷′𝑈 = − ∑ 𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑛𝑢𝑖𝑁
𝑖=1  （2） 

where 𝐷′𝑈  is the diversity of  structural unit types,  𝑢𝑖  is the proportion of  the i-th 202 

structural unit type in all combination cases, and 𝑁 is the number of  structural unit types 203 

and its maximum number is 275. When there is only one structural unit type (𝑁 = 1) in 204 

the forest, 𝐷′𝑈 has a minimum value of  zero. The more structural unit types and the 205 

more uniform the proportions, the greater the value of  𝐷′𝑈 The maximum value of  𝐷′𝑈  206 



is 5.617 when 𝑁 = 275 and the 𝑢𝑖 is 1/275. 207 

Diversity of  stand structure 208 

As mentioned above, 𝐷′𝑈 describes the diversity of  the structural unit types and it 209 

is a very important aspect of  the diversity of  stand structure that reflects the diversity of  210 

the spatial distribution, species segregation and size differentiation of  the n nearest trees 211 

to reference tree i in the structural unit. On the other hand, the total number of  species in 212 

a stand and size differentiation of  reference trees are also important aspect of  the diversity 213 

of  stand structure, because of  the diversity of  structural unit types only considered the 214 

tree species difference and relative tree size of  the five trees in the structural units, so we 215 

need to consider tree species and size variation of  forest stand when we describe the 216 

diversity of  stand structure. The species diversity of  reference trees in a stand is also 217 

described by the proportion of  stems and the Shannon-Weiner index. The tree size 218 

variation (diameter, tree height or crown) in a stand, on the other hand, can be expressed 219 

by the coefficient of  variation (𝐶𝑉)which can be calculated as follows:   220 𝐶𝑉 = 𝜎/𝜇 （3） 

where 𝜎 is the standard deviation of  the individual tree size variation and 𝜇 is the mean 221 

value of  individual tree size variation. The larger the value of  𝐶𝑉, the greater the variation 222 

of  differentiation of  the individual trees in stand. Both, the Shannon-Weiner index on tree 223 

species diversity and 𝐶𝑉 can be calculated based on the sampled trees, i.e. the reference 224 

tree i and its n nearest neighbors of  all structural units in a forest stand. 225 

According to the above analysis and the additivity principle of  the Shannon-Weiner 226 

index (Khinchin, 1957) (Formula 4), we proposed a method to depict the diversity of  the 227 

forest stand structure (𝑆′𝐷) as formula 5. 228 𝐻′(𝐴𝐵) = 𝐻′(𝐴) + 𝐻′(𝐵)  （4） 



In formula 4, 𝐻′(𝐴𝐵) is the diversity of  a community,  𝐻′(𝐴) and 𝐻′(𝐵) are the 229 

diversities of  different classifications of  the same community, respectively. In our study, 230 𝐻′(𝐴) is the diversity of  tree species and it is represented by 𝐻′ in formula 5, 𝐻′(𝐵) is 231 

diversity of  structural unit types and it is represented by 𝐷′𝑈 .  232 

𝑆′𝐷 = 𝐶𝑉 ∙ (𝐻′ + 𝐷′𝑈) = −𝐶𝑉 ∙ (∑ 𝑝𝑗𝑙𝑛𝑝𝑗𝑆
𝑗=1 + ∑ 𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑛𝑢𝑖𝑁

𝑖=1 ) （5） 

where 𝑆′𝐷 is the structural diversity index (cf. table 1) based on the neighborhood-based 233 

parameters, 𝐻′ is the diversity of  tree species, 𝑆 is the number of  tree species in the 234 

stand, 𝑝𝑖 is the proportion of  the j-th tree species in the stand; and 𝐷′𝑈 is the diversity 235 

of  structural unit types (Formula 2), N is the number of  structural unit types and ui is the 236 

proportion of  the i-th structural unit types in the stand. 𝐶𝑉 is the coefficient of  variation 237 

of  the individual size. The value of  𝑆′𝐷 , thus, is determined by the diversity of  tree 238 

species, diversity of  structural unit types and variation of  the individual tree dimensions in 239 

the stand. If  there is only one tree species in the stand, the diversity of  structural unit types 240 

and variation of  the individual size reflects the diversity of  the stand structure. 241 

 Data used and method of  analysis 242 

Tree measurements from field plots in China, Germany, Poland, Myanmar and South 243 

Africa were analysed to evaluate the feasibility and usefulness of the structural diversity 244 

index. In these plots, the species and diameter at breast height (DBH) of every tree with a 245 

DBH greater than 5 cm was recorded. For more details and geographical location of 246 

sample plots, see Table 3 and the appendix. In addition, a variety of simulated thinning 247 

data based on field measurements were used to analyse the sensitivity to stand structure 248 

changes of the new structural diversity index.  249 

Measured Field Data  250 

The data from China, obtained in Beijing, Inner Mongolia, Jilin, Gansu and Hainan 251 



provinces, are listed in the first eleven rows in Table 3. Two plots from the Beijing 252 

experiment are in Jiulongshan in western Beijing and Yiheyuanhou in northwestern Beijing. 253 

The Inner Mongolia experiments are in the Pinus sylvestris var. mongolica national nature 254 

reserve of  Honghuerji, and they are natural pure forest. Two Jilin experiment represent 255 

selectively logged temperate forest. The three Gansu experiments are in the Xiaolongshan 256 

forest region, which represent broad-leaved deciduous forest in the transition area from 257 

the warm temperate zone to the northern subtropical zone. The Hainan experiment is in 258 

the Jianfengling nature reserve and is a typical virgin tropical forest. 259 

The data from other countries are listed in rows twelve to sixteen in Table 3. The 260 

research plot Lensahn is in a forest near the town of Lensahn in northern Germany (Gadow 261 

et al., 2005). The Walsdorf data are from a management demonstration site in the German 262 

state of Rhineland-Palatinate. Manderscheid is a temperate, deciduous forest located in the 263 

West German state of Rhineland-Palatinate (Uria-Diez & Pommerening, 2017). The 264 

Bialowieza forest stretches from eastern Poland across the border to western Belorussia 265 

(Pommerening & Murphy, 2004). The Knysna research plot is part of the “French Volume 266 

Curve” (FVC) experimental area in the evergreen forests of the Southern Cape Region of 267 

South Africa (Kempka and Gadow, 1998). The Sinthwat research forest, which is situated 268 

near the Sinthwat village in the Paunglaung watershed of Myanmar, has been classified as a 269 

tropical mixed deciduous forest (Zin, 2005).  270 

Simulated thinning Data  271 

Simulated thinning plots were used to describe the changes of stand structure 272 

diversity after management. The purpose of including the simulated datasets was to test 273 

the sensitivity of the new structural diversity index to stand structure changes. Simulated 274 

thinning methods include simulated thinning from above and below and thinning intensity 275 

was 10%, 20% and 40% of stem number, respectively. For simulated thinning from above, 276 

the trees were removed from larger DBH to smaller DBH according to the corresponding 277 



intensity, while for simulated thinning from below, the trees were removed from smaller 278 

DBH to larger DBH according to the corresponding intensity. Based on the data of Jiaohe, 279 

Jinlin (2), and according to the above simulation thinning design method, a total of 6 new 280 

plots (Jiaohe, Jinlin (2) after thinning; Table 5) were generated for analysis. 281 

Data analysis 282 𝐶𝑉, 𝐷′𝑈 ,  𝐻′ and 𝑆′𝐷 were calculated for each plot. The DBH was used for size 283 

differentiation. All data were calculated by R code written for calculation of  stand diversity 284 

and forest spatial structure analysis. To eliminate the edge effect, a buffer of  3 m was set 285 

if  the sample plot area is less than 1 hectare and a buffer zone of  5m be set if  the sample 286 

plot area is equal or greater than 1 hectare.  287 

Results 288 

Stand characteristics and spatial pattern of  field plots 289 

The plots we analyzed in this study covered different forest types from cold temperate 290 

natural pure forest to tropical montane rainforest, including several plantations (table 3). 291 

Tree densities in the 16 plots varied greatly from 374 trees per hectare in Sinthwat (plot 16) 292 

to 2331 in Jiulongshan (plot 7). Accordingly, the basal area per hectare ranged from 20.3 m2 293 

84.09 m2. In terms of  the number of  tree species in the plots, the number of  tree species 294 

decreased with increasing latitude from tropical montane rainforest (Jianfengling, plot 1) to 295 

cold temperate natural pure forest (Honghuaerji, plot 9 and plot 10), and the number of  tree 296 

species ranged from 1 to 84 in the plots. Mean mingling �̅� was highest in Jianfengling, 297 

plot 1 (0.963), where the number of  tree species was also highest (84). �̅� was 0 in a 298 

natural pure forest (Honghuaerji, plot 9 and plot 10) and a Pinus bungeana plantation 299 

(Yiheyuanhou, plot 8), where only one tree species was in the plot. According to the test 300 

method of  mean uniform angle index �̅� (Zhao et al., 2014), three kinds of  distribution 301 

patterns can be identified: uniform distribution patterns, including Jiulongshan (plot 7), 302 



Honghuaerji (plot 9 and plot 10), Yiheyuanhou (plot 8), Manderscheid (plot 12) and Walsdorf  303 

(plot 13), a slight cluster distribution, including Jianfengling (plot 1), Xiaolongshan (plot 6), 304 

and Bialowieza (plot 15), and all the other plots show random distribution pattern. 305 

Species diversity, size differentiation and structural unit types  306 

The data in Table 4 show the characteristics of  the plot core area. The highest 𝐻′ 307 

was in the mountain rainforest in Hainan, China (3.851), followed by the tropical mixed 308 

deciduous forest of  Sinthwat, Myanmar (3.331). 𝐻′ was zero for the Pinus sylvestris var. 309 

mongolica natural forest (plot 9 and plot 10) and Pinus bungeana plantation (plot 8) because 310 

there was only one species in those plots. The coefficient of  variation of  dbh (𝐶𝑉) of  311 

different forest plots varied greatly. The largest 𝐶𝑉  was Bialowieza, plot 15 (0.866), 312 

followed by that of  Lensahn, plot 11 (0.751). The smallest 𝐶𝑉 was 0.165 in the Pinus 313 

bungeana plantation in Beijing (plot 8). In terms of  the number of  structural unit types in 314 

the plots, the numbers were between 20 in Yiheyuanhou, plot 8, and 167 in Jiaohe (2), plot 3. 315 

There is obviously a trend that the structural unit types of  mixed forest were higher than 316 

pure forest. The diversity of  structure units in table 4 show that the value of 𝐷′𝑈 ranged 317 

from 2.585 in Honghuaerji, China (plot 9), to 4.726 in Xiaolongshan (3), China (plot 6), their 318 

numbers of  structural unit types were 24 and 150, respectively. The highest and lowest 319 

numbers of  structural unit type in 16 plots were 167 in Jiaohe (2), China (plot 3) and 20 in 320 

Yiheyuanhou, China (plot 8), and their value of  𝐷′𝑈  were 4.645 and 2.604, respectively. 321 

These results show that the diversity of  structural unit types not only related to the richness 322 

of  structural unit types, but also to the uniformity of  distribution of  structural unit types.          323 

Stand structural diversity index (𝑆′𝐷)   324 

In terms of  the structural diversity index 𝑆′𝐷  table 4 the mountain rainforest in 325 

Hainan (plot 1) had the highest value at 5.287, followed by broad-leaved Korean pine forest 326 



in Jiaohe (2), plot 3, broad-leaved Korean pine forest in Jiaohe (1), plot 2, and oak 327 

broadleaved mixed natural forest in Xiaolongshan (2), plot 5, with values of  5.144, 5.014 and 328 

5.006, respectively (cf. table. 4). Among all plots, the 𝑆′𝐷 values of  plantations and natural 329 

pure forest were lower, and the lowest was 0.430 in the Pinus bungeana plantation (plot 8). 330 

Interestingly, the number and diversity of  structural unit type of  Hainan mountain 331 

rainforest (plot 1) were relatively lower, the main reason was that the structural unit type 332 

was dominated by the value of  mingling equal to 1, however, this stand had the highest 333 

diversity of  stand structures because of  its highest tree species diversity. Another 334 

interesting result is the stand structure diversity of Bialowieza, Poland (plot 15). In this stand, 335 

there were only 5 tree species, and the value of  𝐻′ was only 1.020; however, its value of  336 

coefficient of  variation of  DBH and diversity of  structural unit type was relatively high, 337 

which led to its stand structural diversity (𝑆′𝐷 ) being higher than those of Sinthwat, 338 

Myanmar(plot 16), Knysna, South Africa (plot 14), Lensahn, Germany (plot 11), 339 

Xiaolongshan (1) and Xiaolongshan (3) (plot 4 and plot 6), and Jiulongshan (1) (plot 7), China, 340 

despite the higher number and diversity of  tree species in these plots. In addition, two 341 

natural pure forest of  Pinus sylvestris var. mongolica had the same tree species number and 342 

structural unit types, but they had different stand structure diversity due to size 343 

differentiation and diversity of  structural unit types. 344 

 Sensitivity analysis of stand structural diversity index to management 345 

activities 346 

The results of  simulated thinning of  different intensities and different forest layers 347 

of  Pinus koraiensis broad-leaved forest in Jiaohe, Jilin (2), China were listed in Table 5. The 348 

results showed that the thinning had almost no obvious effect on the overall tree 349 

distribution pattern but had a significant impact on mingling, size differentiation and 350 

number of  tree species of  the forest. The number of  tree species was reduced from 20 to 351 



16 after thinning, while the mean mingling and 𝐻′  was increased after thinning from 352 

below. The size differentiation clearly decreased by reducing the coefficient of  variation 353 

after the thinning especially after the thinning from above. The thinning from above tends 354 

to increase the structural unit types, while the thinning from below tends to be the opposite. 355 

The change in diversity of  the structural unit type (𝐷′𝑈) is in accordance with the number 356 

of  structural unit types. The value of  stand structural diversity (𝑆′𝐷) of  different thinning 357 

method and intensity have obviously decreased after thinning compared with unmanaged 358 

treatment, and their decreasing range increased with the thinning intensity. The value of  359 𝑆′𝐷  were 5.144 before thinning. After thinning from above with 10%, 20% and 40% 360 

intensity, the value was 3.578, 2.895 and 1.914, respectively. In addition, the value of  𝑆′𝐷 361 

of  thinning from above decreased more than thinning from below at the same thinning 362 

intensity. For example, the value of  𝑆′𝐷 decreased from 5.144 to 3.578 and 4.856 after 363 

thinning from above and below at thinning intensity, respectively. These results suggested 364 

that the structural diversity index 𝑆′𝐷 was very sensitive to changes of  the stand structure. 365 

What needs to be explained here is that we are not evaluating the advantages and 366 

disadvantages of  the thinning methods but emphasizing the sensitivity of  the new stand 367 

structure diversity index to management activities. 368 

Discussion  369 

A measure of  stand structural diversity is intuitively appealing if  it can be used to 370 

compare the diversity across different ecosystems, not only in terms of  the mere number 371 

of  tree species but also considering size differences and individual tree distribution. In this 372 

study, by combining tree species diversity, size differences and structure unit type diversity 373 

and using the Shannon-Weiner diversity model, we can describe the diversity of  stand 374 

structure. The test results of  16 forest stands indicated that the new structural diversity 375 

index (𝑆′𝐷) moves far beyond the tree species diversity index with increasing values from 376 



cold zone to tropical zone according to the number of  tree species. For example, we 377 

compare the two plots in Jiaohe (plot 2 and plot 3) and the plot in Bialowieza (plot 15), which 378 

are all located in the cold temperate zone, to the plots Gansu (plot 4, plot 5 and plot 6) 379 

and Myanmar (plot 16) being located in the transition from temperate zone to subtropical 380 

zone and tropical zone. While Jiaohe and Bialowieza consist of  only 18 and 5 tree species, 381 

respectively, their structural diversity index value is higher than that in Gansu and Myanmar 382 

with 30 to 56 tree species. This is mainly due to the higher number and diversity of  383 

structural unit type and the size differentiation of  individual trees in plots. Another reason 384 

for Bialowieza (plot 15) is that the stand was managed according to the principles of  385 

continuous cover forestry (Pommerening & Murphy, 2004) which increased the diversity 386 

of  structural unit types and coefficient of  variation of  DBH. In addition, the new stand 387 

structure diversity index can not only evaluate the structural diversity of  mixed forests but 388 

can also be used to evaluate the structural diversity of  artificial pure forests. This is a clear 389 

advantage over the classical Shannon-Weiner index because Shannon-Weiner index cannot 390 

be used to evaluate diversity of  pure forest. The difference in structure between pure 391 

forests was mainly due to the size differentiation and distribution of  individual trees. The 392 

results for three pure forests (Yiheyuanhou (2), Honghuaerji (1) and Honghuaerji (2)) indicated 393 

that the structural diversity of  natural monocultural forests is higher than that of  artificially 394 

planted pure forests because the individuals have a greater size differentiation and a 395 

relatively irregular distribution. 396 

Thinning from above or below are traditional methods of  forest operation, however, 397 

typical primary concerns in forestry are the amount of  timber obtained from selective 398 

felling (Mäkinen and Isomäki, 2004), growth increments (Cassidy et al., 2012), non-timber 399 

forest products (Bonet et al., 2012), and so on. The structural diversity is rarely focused on. 400 

Different management methods will have a profound impact on the diversity of  forest 401 

structure by decreasing or increasing individual tree size differentiation, changing the 402 



distribution pattern of  trees or reducing the tree species. How to evaluate the management 403 

activities to improve the diversity of  stand structure is particularly important. The results 404 

of  the simulated thinning of  different intensities and method showed that the structural 405 

diversity index was sensitive to management events. That is different management methods 406 

will produce different results, and the greater the intensity of  artificial management or 407 

disturbance, the greater sensitivity of  the structural diversity index to account for changes 408 

in forest structure diversity. Management to speed the development of  a forest stand to a 409 

more diverse, natural condition has become an international trend (e.g., Kuuluvainen,2002). 410 

Tree size, distributional pattern, and species composition are the primary structural 411 

properties considered in forest management (Kint et al., 2000; Kint, 2005). Some 412 

management method has begun to o focus on improving the diversity of  forest structure. 413 

Such as Near-natural forest management (NNFM) which aims to develop a stand structure 414 

like the original forest. Under this method, trees of  different ages, species and sizes are 415 

distributed in the same stand and this method is increasingly accepted internationally 416 

because it focuses on ecological and environmental feasibility (O’Hara, 2001,2007). 417 

Another management method is the structure-based forest management (SBFM) (Hui et 418 

al. 2007; Li et al. 2014) which focus on improving the stand structure diversity by using the 419 

neighborhood-based structural parameters. This method has been applied to some 420 

successful experiments and demonstrations in Korean pine broad-leaved forest (Zhao, et 421 

al., 2013; Li, et al., 2014) and Quercus aliena broad-leaved forest in China (Bai, 2016). 422 

Therefore, this feature of  high sensitivity of  newly stand structural diversity is important 423 

to evaluate management activities and can be applied to guide specific forest management 424 

activities and to evaluate the effects of  forest management on forest structure.   425 

In the analysis, tree DBH was used as a comparative indicator of tree size 426 

differentiation because DBH data are easy to obtain and accurate. However, crown 427 

dimensions or tree height can also be used as comparative indicators of size differentiation. 428 



This reflects the flexibility of the new structural diversity index. Another significant 429 

practical advantage of the structural diversity index is that tree coordinates are not required. 430 

The value of 𝑆′𝐷 can be assessed as part of a routine forest survey at almost no additional 431 

cost. In terms of a structural unit, after selecting the reference tree, its n nearest neighbors 432 

and their species need to be identified, possibly in the field. If tree coordinates are not 433 

assessed, we can also use the same method to collect the diversity data, and additional 434 

measurements are not needed. 435 

Conclusions 436 

According to the above analysis, the new index has at least four advantages compared 437 

with other indexes. Firstly, it provides minimum and maximum values for different 438 

structural unit types in forests so that a unified comparative basis for evaluating forest 439 

structure diversity is achieved. Secondly, the new method takes three factors simultaneously 440 

into account to evaluate forest structure diversity, i.e. distribution pattern of  trees, size 441 

differences and tree species. Researchers can choose different indicators of  size 442 

differentiation according to their focus. Thirdly, the new index is sensitive to changes in 443 

stand structure to evaluate the impact of  management activities on the diversity of  stand 444 

structure. Thus, it can be applied to guide the improvement of  stand structure. Last but 445 

not least, the new structural diversity index does not require tree coordinates making it 446 

possible to obtain data through a routine forest survey, which greatly facilitates forest 447 

management and monitoring. 448 
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Figures

Figure 1

Stand spatial structural unit In the graph, i is the reference tree, and 1, 2, 3 and 4 are the four nearest
neighbor trees.



Figure 2

The values of the stand spatial structural parameters Uniform angle index (a) from left to right, the
diagrams depict the distribution patterns of very regular, regular, random, irregular and very irregular
neighborhoods. Black and gray dots denote different tree species in Mingling (b). From left to right, there
are 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 trees belonging to the same species in the structural unit. Circles denote the size of
trees in size differentiation (c). From left to right, 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 trees are larger than the reference tree in
the structural unit.
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